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Extract 

Introduction 

When I was little, my mum had this thing called 'The 

Catastrophe Scale'. It was her way of illustrating that my major 

meltdowns were diminutive in relation to the real catastrophes 

of life. For instance, a tutu being in the wash is not on the same 

scale as finding you were born with a tail. You could argue that clothes are not that important, but no one 

can argue that Paris is the best place in the world to shop. Whether you need couture, cheap and chic or 

vintage gems, Paris will solve your problems. This book is your answer to finding what you need (want) and 

where to find it. I hear they have quite good coccyx surgeons too. 

At the risk of offending the other quarter of a million cities in the world, Paris is the best city ever. Yes, 

there are lots of museums, art galleries, bridges, churches, and of course that big tower. They are all old 

and very, very important but there are plenty of other books and a world of Google to cover those. This 

book is for one thing and one thing only – SHOPPING. 

Paris and shopping go hand in hand. Or better still hand in vintage Dior glove (seeCatherine B page 176). 

Fashion was invented here. Sure, Napoleon didn't do us any favours by popularising three-quarter length 

pants in the eighteenth century but, apart from that, Paris has been responsible for giving the fashion 

traveller a reason to visit for hundreds of years. Chanel, Dior, Balenciaga, Hermès, Yves Saint Laurent and 

Louis Vuitton all helped shape 'the city of the light wallet' we know today. But any tourist with a credit 

card can shop their way through the obvious. I'm here for the other shops. The ones that will help you 

look, act and shop like a local, no matter what your budget or taste (well, it's mainly my taste but I'm the 

one writing the book so I must know what I'm talking about, right?). 
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